In Advances in Auditory Research: Physiology, Psychophysics and Models, edited by E. Lopez-Poveda and R. Meddis, Springer INTRODUCTION Indoors and in nature alike, the auditory scenes that we perceive unfold in reverberant environments. In a reverberant sound field, reflected acoustic waves reach the listener from all directions, interfering with the direct sound and distorting the binaural cues for sound localization such as interaural time and level differences (ITD and ILD). In previous work (Devore et al., 2009), we showed that reverberation degrades the directional sensitivity of low frequency, ITD-sensitive neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) of anesthetized cats, although not as much as predicted by an interaural crosscorrelation model. Here, we extend this work by characterizing directional sensitivity in neurons across a wide range of the tonotopic axis in an awake rabbit preparation, while maintaining our focus on neurons that are sensitive to ITD.
INTRODUCTION
Indoors and in nature alike, the auditory scenes that we perceive unfold in reverberant environments. In a reverberant sound field, reflected acoustic waves reach the listener from all directions, interfering with the direct sound and distorting the binaural cues for sound localization such as interaural time and level differences (ITD and ILD) . In previous work (Devore et al., 2009) , we showed that reverberation degrades the directional sensitivity of low frequency, ITD-sensitive neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) of anesthetized cats, although not as much as predicted by an interaural crosscorrelation model. Here, we extend this work by characterizing directional sensitivity in neurons across a wide range of the tonotopic axis in an awake rabbit preparation, while maintaining our focus on neurons that are sensitive to ITD.
Low frequency IC neurons are typically sensitive to ITD in the waveform fine structure while high frequency IC neurons are sensitive to ITD in the amplitude envelopes (Batra et al., 1993; Joris, 2003; Griffin et al., 2005; Yin et al., 1984) . At all characteristic frequencies (CF), the rate responses of IC neurons can be altered by imposing ILDs (Batra et al., 1993; Palmer et al., 2007) ; however, for stimuli with naturally co-occurring binaural cues, ILDs may be a more potent directional cue than envelope ITDs in high frequency neurons (Delgutte et al., 1995) .
We investigated the effects of reverberation on directional sensitivity of ITDsensitive neurons in the IC of awake rabbits using virtual auditory space (VAS) stimuli containing different binaural cues (ITD-only and ITD+ILD). We find that reverberation degrades the directional sensitivity of single neurons, although the amount of degradation depends on both the CF and the type of binaural cues available. We also compared results from IC neurons with measures of directional information extracted from coincidence analysis of spike trains recorded from auditory nerve (AN) fibers in anesthetized cats. Together our results suggest that the frequency-dependent degradation in ITD-based directional sensitivity partly originates in the auditory periphery and can be attributed to differential degradation of interaural envelopes and fine-time structure in reverberation.
METHODS

VAS Stimuli.
Two sets of reverberant binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) were simulated using the room-image method (Allen and Berkley, 1979; Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2001 ) for azimuths spanning ±90º at a distance of 1m with respect to the center of the "head" in a room with dimensions 11x13x3 meters. Anechoic impulse responses were created by time-windowing the direct wavefront from the reverberant BRIRs. For one set of simulations, we used two sensors separated by 12 cm to represent the ears, with no explicit model of the head, so that the resulting BRIRs contained ITD but essentially no ILD cues. In the second set of simulations, we modeled the rabbit head as a rigid sphere (12 cm diameter), so that the BRIRs contained both ITD and ILD cues. VAS stimuli were created by convolving BRIRs with bursts of reproducible 400-ms broadband noise. We refer to simulations using the two sets of BRIRs as ITD-only and ITD+ILD stimuli. Single unit recordings in IC of awake rabbit. Methods for recording from single neurons in the IC of unanesthetized Dutch-Belted rabbits, (Oryctolagus cuniculus) were based on those of Kuwada et al. (1987) . Our protocol for characterizing the directional sensitivity of IC neurons is similar to that described previously (Devore et al., 2009 ). Responses were measured as a function of azimuth for each virtual room condition (anechoic, reverberant) and stimulus type (ITD-only, ITD+ILD) in pseudorandom order. We typically used 13 azimuths (15º spacing) or, occasionally, 7 azimuths (30º spacing). Stimuli were presented at 15-20 dB above broadband noise threshold. Single unit recordings in AN of anesthetized cat. Methods for recording from single fibers in the AN of anesthetized cats were as described by Dreyer and Delgutte (2006) . We used the same ITD-only stimuli as in the rabbit IC experiments. Neural responses were measured separately for the 0˚-azimuth left and right ITD-only VAS stimuli for both anechoic and reverberant conditions, in pseudorandom order. Stimuli were presented at 5-24 dB above broadband noise threshold. Shuffled cross-correlograms [SXC, Louage et al. (2004) ] between the responses to left-ear and right-ear stimuli were computed from the AN spike trains.
RESULTS
Our results are based on recording from 192 ITD-sensitive neurons in the IC of 4 awake rabbits. The characteristic frequencies (CF) of our neurons spanned 255-9600 Hz, with 53% lying below 2 kHz. Sensitivity to ITD in the envelope and fine structure of noise in the awake rabbit IC Similar to results from anesthetized cat (Joris, 2003) , we find that low-CF neurons are primarily sensitive to ITD in the fine time structure of broadband noise (ITD fs ), while high-CF neurons are sensitive to ITD in the envelope induced by cochlear filtering (ITD env ). ITD fs -and ITD env -sensitivity were distinguished by comparing noise delay functions obtained with homophasic and antiphasic noise (Fig. 1A,B) . Inverting the stimulus at one ear causes a 180° phase shift in fine time structure but does not alter the envelope. Thus, in ITD fs -sensitive cells (Fig. 1A) , noise delay functions for antiphasic stimuli show peaks and valleys that interleave with those of noise delay functions for homophasic stimuli, while the two noise delay functions are similar in ITD env -sensitive cells (Fig. 1B) . Figure 1C shows the correlation coefficient between noise delay functions for homophasic and antiphasic noise as a function of CF, demonstrating the transition from ITD fs -to ITD env -sensitivity as CF increases from 0.8 to 2 kHz, consistent with the Joris (2003) results in cat.
Characterization of Directional Sensitivity using ITD-only in the awake rabbit IC
We measured rate responses as a function of azimuth using ITD-only stimuli in 192 neurons. Because these stimuli contain no ILD cues, the anechoic directional response functions (DRF) are essentially equivalent to noise delay functions sampled with high resolution within the naturally occurring range of ITD ( Fig. 2A ,B,D,E, solid black lines). In general, neurons tended to respond more vigorously to sources in the hemifield contralateral to the recording site (positive azimuths, Fig. 2A ,B), although some neurons had nonmonotonic DRF (Fig. 2D ,E). In those units where we obtained a sufficient number of stimulus trials at each azimuth, we quantified directional sensitivity by computing the information transfer between stimulus azimuth and spike count. Information transfer measures the extent to which stimulus azimuth is unambiguously encoded by spike count and is sensitive to both mean rate as well as trial-to-trial variability. Consistent with previous observations in anesthetized cat IC (Devore et al., 2009) , we found that information transfer is highly correlated with the absolute range of firing rates across azimuth (data not shown, r 2 =0.83, p<0.001). Because we did not obtain enough stimulus trials to reliably estimate information transfer in many of the present units, we use the absolute range of firing rates to quantify directional sensitivity. Figure 3A shows absolute rate range against CF for our neuron population. The gray line represents the mean absolute range within each of 6 CF bins containing approximately equal numbers of data points. Units in the lower three CF bins are primarily sensitive to ITD fs while units in the upper three bins are primarily sensitive to ITD env (see Fig. 1C ). Absolute range is highly variable within each bin, and there is no significant dependence of the mean absolute range on CF (ANOVA, F(5,186)=0.66, p=0.679). This finding suggests that, for anechoic stimuli, comparable directional information is available in the rate responses of ITD fs-sensitive and ITD env -sensitive neurons. Differences between high-CF ITD env -sensitive neurons and low-CF ITD fssensitive neurons emerge when we evaluate directional sensitivity in reverberation. We obtained DRFs in 181 neurons using reverberant ITD-only stimuli that had a direct-toreverberant energy ratio of 0 dB, typical of a medium-sized classroom. In general, reverberation caused a compression of the range of firing rates ( Fig. 2A,B ,D,E, solid gray lines), such that peak firing rates were reduced and minimum firing rates were increased. The compression was more pronounced in high-CF, ITD env -sensitive neurons (Fig.  2D,E) , than in low-CF ITD fs -sensitive neurons (Fig. 2,A,B) .
To quantify the effects of reverberation on directional sensitivity in individual neurons, we computed the relative range, the ratio of the range of firing rates across azimuths in reverberation to the range of firing rates in the anechoic condition. Figure 3B shows relative range versus CF for our neuron population; the solid line depicts the mean relative range in each of the 6 CF bins defined above. Although relative range is somewhat variable within each bin, there is a significant dependence of relative range on CF (ANOVA: F(5,172)=10.06, p<0.001). Post hoc analysis (t-test with Bonferroni corrections) reveals that the relative range is significantly smaller in each of the three higher CF bins than in each of the three lower CF bins (p<0.002, all pairwise comparisons). However, the differences between bins within the lower three and upper three CF bins are not significant, suggesting that the decrease in relative range with increasing CF may reflect the transition from ITD fs -to ITD env -sensitivity.
Peripheral factors determining ITD-only sensitivity in reverberation
In previous work, we showed that, at low CFs, compression of DRF in reverberation can be qualitatively attributed to decorrelation of the ear input signals after taking into account peripheral filtering (Devore et al., 2009 ). Here we use recordings from the AN to examine whether the disparity in the effect of reverberation for low-CF (ITD fs -sensitive) and high-CF (ITD env -sensitive) neurons can be explained by a similar, common type of binaural processing across all frequencies.
We analyzed spike trains recorded from AN fibers in anesthetized cat in response to the ITD-only stimuli using the shuffled-correlation technique (Louage et al., 2004) . This technique implements processing by a bank of ideal coincidence detectors receiving delayed inputs from left and right AN fibers. Figure 2C ,F shows shuffled crosscorrelograms (SXC) for two AN fibers computed from responses to anechoic (black lines) and reverberant (gray lines) ITD-only stimuli at 0˚ azimuth. The SXC are normalized so that 1 corresponds to the expected normalized coincidence count for uncorrelated random spike trains. As shown by Joris (2003) , SXC resemble noise delay functions from IC neurons (Fig 1A,B) , and reflect the phase locking of AN spikes to the quasi-periodic fine-time structure at low CFs (Fig. 2C) and phase locking to the aperiodic cochlear-induced envelope at high CFs (Fig. 2F) . Similar to our observations in the IC, reverberation causes a compression of SXC that is more severe at high CFs (Fig. 2F) than at low CFs (Fig. 2C) .
To quantify the effects of reverberation on the SXC, we computed the relative peak height i.e., the ratio of the SXC peak height in the reverberant condition to that in the anechoic condition. We subtracted 1 from the peak height in each condition before computing the ratio, in order to remove the baseline coincidence count representing random firings. Figure 3C shows the relative peak height versus CF for the AN fiber population. The dashed line depicts the least-squares regression line of the relative peak height on CF, with the solid line from Figure 3B superimposed to facilitate comparison. As with the relative range in IC neurons (Fig. 3B) , the relative peak height decreases with increasing CF (Fig. 3C) , although it appears that the main drop may occur at somewhat higher CFs in the AN than in the IC (Fig. 3C, compare solid and dashed lines) . These results suggest a partial peripheral origin for the frequency-dependent effects of reverberation on ITD sensitivity in the IC.
Directional Sensitivity in the IC with ITD and ILD cues
To examine the effects of reverberation in more realistic conditions, we characterized directional sensitivity using the ITD+ILD stimuli that had an azimuth dependent ILD as well as ITD. Figure 2A ,B,D,E shows directional response functions for ITD+ILD stimuli as dashed lines along with responses to ITD-only stimuli (solid lines). For high-CF, ITD env -sensitive neurons (Fig. 2D,E) , there is a systematic, azimuth-dependent difference between anechoic DRF for ITD+ILD and ITD-only stimuli: Firing rates for ITD+ILD stimuli tend to be lower than ITD-only firing rates at ipsilateral azimuths and higher at contralateral azimuths, often resulting in a larger absolute range. The differences between directional responses to ITD-only and ITD+ILD stimuli were less systematic and less prominent in low-CF, ITD fs -sensitive neurons (Fig. 2,A,B) .
To quantify the relative influence of ILD on anechoic DRFs, we defined an ILD influence index as Absolute Range for VAS -Absolute Range for VAS both itd Absolute Range for VAS +Absolute Range for VAS both itd .
This metric takes on values between ±1 and is equal to 0 when the ranges of firing rates are the same for both VAS stimuli. Figure 4A shows the ILD influence index versus CF for the 44 neurons in which responses to both types of VAS stimuli were measured. We split the population into low (< 2000 Hz) and high (> 2000 Hz) CF groups, essentially dividing the population on the basis of ITD fs -and ITD env -sensitivity (see Fig. 1C ). The ILD influence index is significantly larger in the high-CF group (one-sided t-test, p<0.001), indicating that ILDs that are consistent with ITDs improve directional sensitivity at high CFs more so than at low CFs. The ILD influence index parallels the magnitude of ILD in 1/3-octave bands (Fig. 4A , dashed line) with increasing frequency, suggesting an acoustic origin for the increasing influence of ILD on directional rate responses at high frequencies. Consistent with the results for ITD-only stimuli, reverberation generally causes a compression of DRF for ITD+ILD stimuli. In low-CF, ITD fs -sensitive neurons, reverberation tends to similarly compress the DRFs for both stimuli (Fig 2A,B) . In contrast, in high CF neurons, DRF can show much less compression for ITD+ILD stimuli than for ITD-only stimuli (Fig. 2E) , although in some units, directional sensitivity is impoverished in both conditions (Fig. 2D) . Figure 4B and 4C show the relative range plotted against CF for ITD-only and ITD+ILD stimuli, respectively. The gray lines depict the average relative range for CF bins above and below 2 kHz. There is a significant interaction (p=0.011) between CF (low vs. high) and VAS condition in a two-way ANOVA, resulting from the fact that there is a substantial improvement in directional sensitivity at high CFs, but not low CFs, when the VAS stimuli contain both binaural cues. Consequently, the directional sensitivity in reverberation is stable across the tonotopic axis for the more realistic ITD+ILD stimuli, whereas in the ITD-only condition less information is available from high-CF neurons.
DISCUSSION
We found that, for anechoic stimuli, directional sensitivity of high-CF ITD env -sensitive neurons is comparable to that of low-CF ITD fs -sensitive neurons. Consistent with previous observations (Devore et al., 2009) , reverberation degrades directional sensitivity in ITD-sensitive IC neurons by compressing the range of firing rates across azimuths, although the amount of degradation depends on the CF and the types of binaural cues available. When VAS stimuli contain only ITD cues, directional sensitivity in reverberation is significantly worse in high-CF ITD env -sensitive neurons than in their low-CF ITD fs -sensitive counterparts. However, directional sensitivity at high CFs can be significantly improved when VAS stimuli contain both ILD and ITD cues, suggesting that, at high CFs, ILDs contribute importantly to directional sensitivity in reverberation. Moreover, given that the ILD influence index parallels the magnitude of ILD in the virtual space stimuli (Fig. 4A , dashed line), we would expect ILD to be of even greater importance for more realistic head-related transfer functions, which can exhibit ILDs up to ±30dB for species with directional pinnae.
To examine the contribution of peripheral processing to the IC results, we used ideal coincidence detectors to extract ITD-based directional information from spike trains recorded from cat AN fibers with the ITD-only stimuli. Similar to the trend observed in the IC, we found that reverberation caused an increasing reduction in the normalized peak height of the shuffled cross-correlation with increasing CF, suggesting a partial peripheral origin for the IC results. Consistent with Joris' (2003) observation that the transition from ITD fs sensitivity to ITD env sensitivity occurs at higher CFs in the AN than in the IC, we found that the degradation in directional sensitivity produced by reverberation seemed to occur at higher CFs in the AN than in the IC, although more AN data are needed to reach a definitive conclusion (compare Fig. 3B,C) . The fact that the effect of reverberation covaries with the transition from ITD fs to ITD env in both structures is evidence that it is not an effect of frequency, per se; rather, it suggests that reverberation degrades directional coding more so for envelopes than fine-time structure. The difference in transition frequency between the AN and the IC may be accounted for by additional degradation in fine structure coding between the AN and the binaural processor in the auditory brainstem (Joris, 2003) .
Although differences in species (cat versus rabbit) and state (anesthetized versus awake) need to be considered when interpreting the two sets of results, the similarity of AN fiber tuning properties in cat and rabbit (Borg et al., 1988) helps validate the crossspecies comparison. Moreover, our observations are consistent with Sayles and Winter's (2008) finding that reverberation degrades neural sensitivity to envelope pitch cues more severely than fine structure cues in the cochlear nucleus of anesthetized guinea pig.
The present neurophysiological results parallel those of human psychophysical studies of spatial hearing in reverberant environments. Rakerd and Hartman (2006) found that ITD discrimination thresholds for 1/3-octave noise bands degrade more rapidly with increasing reverberation at high frequencies (2850 Hz) than at low frequencies (715 Hz), consistent with our observation that reverberation causes more severe compression of DRF in high-CF, ITD env -sensitive IC neurons than in low-CF ITD fs -sensitive neurons. Rakerd and Hartmann also found that ITD-discrimination for reverberant noise bands degraded further when they introduced a small ILD in opposition to the ITD, suggesting that ILD has an important influence on localization in reverberation. Rakerd and Hartmann observed effects of ILD at both low and high frequencies, while the influence of ILD on neural responses was most prominent in high-CF, ITD env -sensitive neurons. The two sets of results may be reconciled if, as suggested by Fig. 4A , the influence of ILD on neural responses is determined by the magnitude of the ILD. Since Rakerd and Hartmann used the same ILDs at low and high frequencies, similar effects are expected for the two frequency bands in their experiment. In contrast, the ILD in our experiments were determined by a rigid sphere model for the head and therefore increased with frequency. Nevertheless, single-unit experiments using stimuli with opposing ITD and ILD are needed to better understand the relationships between our results and those of Rakerd and Hartmann.
The duplex theory of sound localization (Rayleigh, 1907) stipulates that listeners use ITD at low frequencies and ILD at high frequencies. The present results, which represent one of the few investigations of ITD sensitivity across a wide range of CFs using a common set of stimuli, suggest that, in the anechoic condition, ITD env -sensitivity at high CFs can rival that based on fine-time structure at low CFs. However, the comparatively poor reliability of ITD env cues in reverberant listening conditions may explain why these cues receive a low perceptual weight for sound localization by most human listeners (Macpherson and Middlebrooks, 2002) .
